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Left Field Labs understands Atomico’s mission 
of creating value for disruptive technology 
companies around the world. 

Just as you help scale businesses into industry 
defining brands, we want to help develop 
branded content that affirms Atomico as the 
leading authority in global tech investment. 

From strategy and compelling storytelling to 
efficient production and innovative distribution, 
we want to partner with you to create engaging 
content that amplifies the Atomico brand.
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The mission now, as we see it, is to declare 
Atomico’s world-class expertise in identifying 
and scaling game-changing companies, 
wherever they might be. 

More than just a campaign to define Atomico 
as a top-tier financial venture, we believe your 
content has the opportunity to deeply express 
the culture driving your portfolio companies’ 
exponential growth.

Our creative ecosystem, from scripting to 
filmmaking to digital integration, is ready to 
help broadcast Atomico’s values.
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Atomico is a company that not only knows 
what it takes to succeed financially, but 
also understands how a company’s 
success is based on what it has to give. 

By demonstrating vision beyond business 
as usual, we see Atomico resonating with 
companies offering products and services 
capable of owning dynamic market 
opportunities.

As a company founded and staffed by insiders 
from an early tech revolution, Atomico has a 
legacy that sets that standard in the tech 
investment space. Internationally, Atomico’s 
global presence is based on indigenous experts, 
not shipped-in satellite staff. 

From its foundation to its global reach, Atomico 
builds culture because it’s built on culture.

If investment is devoting energy with 
the expectation of a worthwhile result, 
we believe Atomico’s mission to help 
disruptive companies scale globally is a 
valuable investment. 

Adding money, expertise, and culture to 
help companies grow, Atomico’s 
portfolio successes naturally enhance 
the global evolution of money, 
expertise, and culture.

VISION AUTHENTICITY VALUE
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Left Field Labs thrives on partnership. From cross-
discipline internal teams to intensive client 
collaboration, we’re built on teamwork. Together, 
we unite art and technology to translate project 
objectives into story.

While we’ve included creative in this proposal, our 
first order of business on any new project is always 
discovery. From business goals to audience 
reaction, we will explore with you to clearly define 
the messaging objectives you want to achieve. 

Once we lock the details of our story mission, we’ll 
begin crafting scripts and creative direction, 
keeping in close contact with your stakeholders 
every step of the way. 
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Throughout our video executions, we want to 
consistently focus on the expertise that brings 
Atomico to life. Featured CEOs, investors, and 
Atomico staff won’t be represented as obvious 
talking heads, but as the real people that 
represent Atomico’s personality and reflect the 
global tech community at large. 

Beyond conveying the humanity of 
Atomico through the individuals involved, 
we see this intimate human perspective
as providing access to an elite level of 
successful entrepreneurs alongside the 
experts and investors that help them 
realize maximum potential. 

In the final analysis, we want to 
present portraits of the people and 
ideas driving business 
transformation at the highest levels 
of the global technology playing field.
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As Atomico’s flagship video calling card, this 
~2 minute anthem video will anchor our top-
level creative direction. Whereas the “series 
videos” are calibrated for more granular 
aspects of the Atomico story, the anthem video 
will function as a broader “about” presence on 
the Atomico homepage and across social 
media.  

The anthem video will explore Atomico’s 
essential convergence between entrepreneurs 
and investors. By interspersing up-close and 
candid comments from your LPs and portfolio 
CEOs with in-person insights from Atomico 
staff, the face of Atomico will be represented 
by the people in your global community.

Setting the Atomico human presence against 
the flowing backdrop of the technology, cities, 
offices, and cultural touchstones that define 
your international reach, the anthem video will 
celebrate the grounded reality of your deep 
network and the cyclical flow between regional 
culture and global best practices.
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A key component of the anthem video’s 
cinematic style will be the use of wide angle 
lenses positioned closely to our human 
subjects. By shooting wide and close, we’ll not 
only feature people close up, but also convey 
the native environments we find them in.

From the warm colors of a gaming company’s 
open floor plan to the efficient structure of a 
security company’s server room, authentic 
lifestyle elements will round out the narrative 
focus on the business of tech.
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Although the visual overlays of the Atomico 
graphics package (detailed below) slightly 
push the envelope, our considerations around 
the actual filmmaking tend toward a classic, 
seamless style predicated on high production 
value and elegant camera work. 

We envision a slightly under-exposed aesthetic 
that will infuse a saturation and grounded feel 
to the filmmaking without inputting artificial 
contrast and filter treatments. Essentially, we 
want to execute with clean lines, balanced 
color, and a spare-not-stark approach that 
results in a look that is more film than video.

We shoot with a mix of lenses to collect 
extensive B-roll. Where long lenses provide 
intimate glimpses such as a speaker’s 
hand gestures or the streaks of passersby 
in an Istanbul open air market, wide lenses 
see vistas such as the horizon of an open 
field in the Japanese countryside.
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Tone/Mood

● Relaxed, confident, and assured.

● Earnest, authentic, and candid.

● Authentically spontaneous human moments, 
always grounded in pragmatic intelligence.

Art Direction

● Clean, minimal palettes aligned with current 
Atomico branding.

● While embracing the dynamics of various real 
world locations, lighting setups and camera 
framing will provide a consistent design 
throughline.

● Discussed in detail below, the “visual overlays”
of the Atomico graphics package will unify all
location-based footage, essentially wrapping all
scenarios in a “tech aesthetic” and further
cementing a branded visual design.

Editorial

● Multiple camera angles creating 
roomy, expansive perspectives.

● B-roll will provide cutaways and 
interstitials, expanding a viewer's 
perspective while watching people 
and providing environmental 
context that communicates 
Atomico’s global presence.

Pacing

● Efficient flow with grounded beats.

● Designed primarily for internet 
views with timings running from 
~30 seconds to ~2-3.

Photography

● Primarily wide lenses, positioned up 
close, with shallow focus.

● With people this will achieve sharp 
eyes and facial features while 
establishing them in the context of 
their environment with a comfortable 
cinematic feel.

● While out of focus backgrounds will 
not be as extreme as with long 
lenses, a beautiful focus drop off will 
still be achieved while eliminating a 
conventional “talking head” visual 
style.

● Interior lighting setups will be based 
around warm layering, elevating 
simplicity toward elegance.

● Exterior mixed lighting including lens 
flares, shadow, and time/weather 
based qualities will be calibrated for 
an even cinematic tone across 
scenarios.
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The Atomico brand graphics package is fundamental 
to our early vision of your video content. Beyond font 
and palette considerations, we envision two distinct 
types of graphical treatments: textural and contextual 
overlays.

Textural Overlays

This graphic treatment will provide a visual “tech 
aesthetic” appearing as subtle waves of tracing and 
texture that ripple across the shapes of the in-camera 
scene. 

Beyond adding design beauty and creating a strong 
layer of unified branding across all videos, this tech 
aesthetic illustrates the insider nature of Atomico and 
the convergence between entrepreneurs and investors 
within the world of technology.

Contextual Overlays

While the same textural design language will be 
employed, contextual overlays function more as 
infographics and interactive elements. From on-
screen text to charts and statistics, contextual 
overlays offer viewers multiple data levels.

In addition to names and position 
attributes, “extracted” key messaging 
could appear as on-screen text and 
infographics that reiterate and/or 
supplement salient points a speaker (or 
voice-over) verbalizes. 

Should a viewer decide to click on a 
contextual overlay, the video will instantly 
pause and an interactive element will 
appear. Once a viewer closes out the 
interactive content area, the video will 
resume, providing a flowing viewing 
experience. 

Contextual overlays will leverage Atomico’
s deep insights and research, serving to 
further affirm your ownership of the $Bn 
dataset.
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Where the Atomico anthem video is broader 
spectrum storytelling, the series videos are more 
focussed experiences, constructed to efficiently 
unpack specific thematic/topical messaging. 

Stylistically, the series videos conform to the brand 
direction established by the anthem video, yet 
employ more contextual overlays in line with their 
mission to unpack Atomico insights and research.

While our early thematic concepts are presented as 
single videos, we envision a cascading hierarchy 
where each top-level series video spawns a sub-
series of even more granular videos. 

For example, the Atomico DNA video would be a ~1 
minute overview of Atomico’s internal teams, and in 
turn each internal team could be represented in 
individual ~1 minute videos. 
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● A rapid-fire explanation of Atomico’s distinct internal teams and 
how they combine to help portfolio companies achieve 
success.

● Voice-over narration + original music and sound design.

● Thematic: Atomico’s various aspects as unified in a unique 
ability to accurately target and execute on deep potential.

● (~1 min)
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● A motion graphics execution of the $Bn website experience, 
complete with top-level analysis and FAQ communications.

● Designed to offer a high-level overview while driving traffic to 
$Bn website location and quarterly updates.

● Voice-over narration + original music and sound design.

● Thematic: Atomico’s global presence as a leading investor 
with a mission to realize potential across international 
boundaries.

●  (~1 min)
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● A roundtable conversation between successful Atomico 
portfolio CEOs discussing what it takes to develop and 
adhere to clarity of vision.

 
● Insight into the life cycle of an founder journey from 

inception to industry defining success.

● Candid conversational style + original music.

● Thematic: Atomico supports C-level leadership to achieve 
real-world scalability without compromising uniqueness of 
vision.

● (~3 min) 
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● An overview of the code behind the numbers, focussing on 
the CTO’s and engineers that make the tech come to life.

● Spotlighting advancements in connectivity and cloud based 
computing that are breaking down barriers to tools for 
visionary technologists and product and service creators.

● Voice-over + original music and sound design.

● Thematic: Atomico is positioned at the center of the next 
generation of global technological development.

● (~1 min)
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● Testimonials, alternating between CEOs who have succeeded in 
growing global companies and Atomico staff imparting advice on 
specific scaling expertise.

● Cross-cut editorial narrative structure will serve to define the 
relational nature between successful CEOs and Atomico expertise.

● Advice based on both successes and failures, and the insights on 
how to leverage stumbling blocks into regional, sector, and 
organizational wins.

● Candid testimonials + original music.

● Thematic: Atomico represents multidimensional investment that 
helps portfolio companies power through common challenges that 
limit other companies.

● (~2 min)
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● Atomico’s 3 year forecast on global technology innovation 
and emerging sector opportunities.

● Country managers’ advice on how to transform weak areas 
like talent, communications and regional culture to attack 
and own emerging opportunities.

● Voice-over + testimonials + original music and sound design.

● Thematic: Atomico both understands the evolving tech 
industry, and how to flourish within it.

● (~2 min)
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While we envision all content living on a 
dedicated library/archive page, the primary 
integration will be as a layer on top of the 
$Bn Data Project. 

Where the library allows viewers to sort 
and access content on demand, the $Bn 
Data layer will present more of an 
immersive user experience.

Similarly to the current $Bn experience, 
viewers will be able to toggle through the 
$Bn content layer at will, or engage an 
autoplay experience. 

In both instances, the video content will 
be pinned to relevant points on the $Bn 
globe, adding both a human layer to the 
$Bn experience and another strata of 
beautiful design to Atomico.com.

In line with Atomico’s exclusive focus on 
the disruptive technology industry, we’ve 
begun some early explorations around 
innovative digital distribution models. 

While our main strategic considerations 
for this phase are targeted at branded 
video content, we’re excited to open up 
our thinking even further.
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In addition to the phased roll out of the cascading video series, we envision 
leveraging our custom live event platform to present quarterly Atomico “round 
tables.” 

Featuring bi-directional elements such as audience participation and a social 
visualizer that allows a conversation to shape in real time, the LFL live event platform 
can help broaden Atomico’s reach, while offering archival and indexing abilities.

By utilizing video conferencing, Atomico can easily bring together international 
personnel to discuss topical messaging and on-going research. Topics could include:

● Deep commentary on quarterly updates to the $Bn Data research.
● Featured Atomico portfolio company case studies.
● On-going tutorials and best practices training.

We believe presenting these live conferences in an Atomico-branded state-of-the art 
format will deeply enrich your branded content objectives and affirm your ownership 
of the $Bn story.
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As a more playful concept, we envision this digital experiment 
driving traffic to the Atomico anthem video and potentially 
raising awareness in the tech media. Visitors to Atomico.com 
would be enabled to publish key messaging from the Atomico 
anthem video to social media, in real time.

● Viewer connects with Twitter, Linkedin, Instagram, or 
FB before video starts. 

● As video plays, it automatically posts pull quotes and 
statistics in intervals to the viewer’s network.

● Teases the Atomico anthem video while allowing a 
viewer’s social identity to align with Atomico insights.

● Playful reference to leaked movie footage, photos, or 
controversial information.
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Who is LFL?

We are a collective of artists, engineers, and producers with a passion for strategic 
storytelling and beautiful design. At the executive level, Akash Khokha joins his 
partners Sarah Mehler and Eric Lee in the mission of combining design, production, 
and creative coding in service of authentic, resonant solutions to world-class 
creative missions.

Prior to joining LFL as a partner, Akash’s experience as Head of Production for the 
Global Creative Marketing team at Netflix was the culmination of over 15 years 
producing global communication initiatives for companies such as Google, Nike, 
Coca-Cola, Intel, Bacardi, Toshiba, and Verizon.

LFL is built on the vision of merging great user experiences with clear 
communication through the power of leading-edge technology. We have developed 
entirely novel platforms, interactive experiences, and original content for clients 
ranging from entertainment studios to Fortune 100 companies. 
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Our plan of attack includes maximizing the amount of footage 
acquired during shooting. While scripted content naturally defines 
shooting objectives, the interview-based nature of some of this 
content presents a unique opportunity. 

We want to help you create full-spectrum sets of questions and 
talking points that serve to draw out the richest amount of 
responses from interviewees. By planning to efficiently acquire an 
abundance of quality footage “on the day”, we will have deep editing 
resources to produce the best possible executions of given scripts. 

Additionally, this will afford us latitude in our outputs in the 
cascading video series and allow you to easily roll out content over 
consecutive quarters. For example, we envision a longer form 
documentary version of the Atomico anthem video for specifically 
engaged audiences. 

Production Practices

● Our production approach balances the highest 
quality production value while ensuring every 
dollar is maximized.

● This is achieved by forming a small core team that 
nurtures and shepherds the creative at all times 
from pre-production through to post.

● Additional crew and equipment is sourced locally 
to save costs.

● All content elements are executed utilizing LFL in-
house talent, creating efficiencies and consistency 
across multiple videos and digital/online 
integration.
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Once a scope of work is established we will 
coordinate with you to deliver a detailed production 
timeline. Ideally we will release content in tandem 
with key Atomico dates such as releases of new data 
and investor meetings. 

Based on our proposed production approach we 
roughly anticipate:

2 weeks - Discovery / Strategic + Creative Alignment
3 weeks - Script Writing / Creative Development / 
Storyboarding
1-2 weeks - Shoot Window
3-4 weeks - Post Production / Editorial / Motion 
Graphics / Color / Mix / Conform

*Distribution ideas and digital integration TBD

The budget range for the aforementioned creative explorations 
is highly dependent on the number of videos created, their 
duration, and production complexity. 

Based on your review of our creative concepts and specific 
feedback, we will provide a working budget range for 
execution.

Economic Scalability:

Ideally, an economy of scale is developed by leveraging an 
initial investment of broader captured footage. Through our 
process of creating the first video series, we can generate 
additional finished outputs efficiently/cost effectively by 
editing footage and employing existing assets. 
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Thank you. 


